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By Lloyd Strickland
“Strickland’s clear translations give us new access to Prémontval’s impassioned,
personal, and heterodox writings on a wide range of philosophical topics:
human and divine freedom, necessity and chance, proofs of God’s existence,
providence, and the mind-body problem. The informative introductions for
each selection and the copious explanatory notes allow us to understand and
appreciate the texts both in their own terms and as contributions to the
philosophical culture of Frederick the Great’s Prussia. An impressive volume.”
—David Forman, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
“What Strickland has organized here is nothing short of astonishing. He brilliantly captures the heart of Prémontval's
philosophical views with this selection of pivotal texts for English readers for the first time ever. Both students and
researchers of modern philosophy will find immense value in this stunning volume.”
—Charles Joshua Horn, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point
“Lloyd Strickland should be applauded for making available for the first time in an accessible English translation the
philosophical writings of the quixotic French mathematician and philosopher André-Pierre Le Guay de Prémontval. The
threads of Prémontval’s often heterodox ideas shine through in Strickland’s translation and, woven together with the
accompanying introductory materials and notes, offer the reader rare insight into this long overlooked philosophe. I have little
doubt that The Philosophical Writings of Prémontval will stand the test of time as an invaluable window into the intellectual world
of Enlightenment France.”
—James A.T. Lancaster, University of Queensland
“Lloyd Strickland brings to the attention of Anglophone scholars of the Enlightenment an understudied and original thinker.
This anthology provides novel access to the idiosyncratic philosophy of André-Pierre Le Guay de Prémontval, controversial
member of the Berlin Academy and rather prolific author of metaphysical and theological tracts.”
—Tinca Prunea-Bretonnet, University of Bucharest
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